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Abstract: In the competitive ma rke t , virtual teams represent a growing response to the need for
fas ting time-to-ma rket, low-cos t and rapid solutions  to complex organizational problems. Virtual teams
enable organizations  to pool the talents  and expertise of employees  and non-employees  by eliminating
time and space barriers . Nowadays  companies  are heavily inves tin g  in  v irt u a l team to enhance their
performance and competitiveness . Despite virtual team growing prevalence, relatively little is  known
about this  new form of team. Hence the s tudy offers  an extens ive literature review with de fin itions
o f virtual teams and a s tructured analys is  of the present body of knowledge of virtual teams. Firs t,
we dis tinguish virtual tea ms  from conventional teams, different types  of virtual teams to identify
where current knowledge applies . Second, we dis t in g u ish what is  needed for effective virtual team
cons idering the people, process  and technology point of view and underlying characteris tics  of virtual
teams and challenges  the entail. Finally we have identified a n d  e xt e n d e d 12 key factors  that need to
be cons idered, and describes  a methodology focused on supporting virtual team working, with  a new
approach that has  not been specifically addressed in the exis ting literature and some guide  line for
future research extracted.
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INTRODUCTION
Research on virtual teams is  s till in its  nascent s tages  (Badrinara yanan and Arnett, 2008, Prasad and
Akhilesh, 2002) and because of the relative newness  o f v irt u a l t eams, many areas  of research have not been
examined (Badrinarayanan and Arnett, 2008). Camarinha-Matos  and Afsarmanesh (2003) conclude that, setting-
up an infras tructure for virtual t e a m s till requires  a large engineering effort, which represents  a major obs tacle
for the implantation of this  new paradigm. Effective and efficient cooperation across  disciplines  and dis tributed
teams becomes  essential for the success  of engineering projects  (Zhang et al., 2008). Therefore the experiments
sugges t that more research is  n e eded to explore the ways  to enhance the performance of virtual teams (El-
Tayeh et al., 2008).
Organizations  are currently facing important and unprecedented challenges  in an ever dynamic, cons tantly
changing and complex environment (Rezgui, 2007). Economic activit y  o f all types  is  moving in the direction
of glo b a lization (Acs  and Pres ton, 1997). Zhouying (2005) supports , the economic and technological gap
between developed and develo p in g  c o u ntries  can largely be explained by the gaps  in the levels  of soft
technology and soft environments  between the two sets  of countries . As  a result this  matter should taking into
account. W ith the ra p id  d e v elopment of electronic information and communication media in the las t decades ,
dis tributed work has  beco me  mu c h  eas ier, fas ter and more efficient (Hertel et al., 2005). Responding to the
increas ing de-centralization and  g lo b a lization of work processes , many organizations  have responded to their
dynamic environments  by introducing virtual teams that collaborate by communication tec h n o lo g ies  across
geographical, temporal, cultural and organizational boundaries  t o  a c h ie v e common goal in their organizations
outputs . Virtual teams are growing in popularity (Cascio, 2000). Additionally, the ra p id  development of new
communication technologies  such as  the internet has  accelerated this  trend so that today, mo s t  o f t h e  larger
o rganization employs  virtual teams to some degree (Hertel et al., 2005). Information technology is  providin g
the infras tructure necessary to support the development of new organization forms . Virtual teams represent one
such organiza t io n a l form, one that could revolutionize the workplace and provide organizations  with
unprecedented level of flexibility and respons iveness  (Powell et al., 2004). Virt u a l t e a ms  are important
mechanisms  for organizations  seeking to leverage scarce resources  across  geographic and other b o u ndaries
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(Munkvold and Zigurs , 2007). Now complex p ro d u cts  are des igned much more collaboratively with the
suppliers  being involved in the des ign  p rocess . The production of a new car for example involves  different
companies  in the supply chain acting more as  partners  in  a  jo in t  manufacturing exercise (Anderson et al.,
2007). However by comparison in today’s  competitive global economy, organization s  capable of rapidly
creating virtual teams of talented people can respond quickly to changing bus in e ss  environments . capabilities
of this  type offer organizations  a form of competitive advantage (Bergiel et al., 2008). Virt u a l teams represent
a large pool of new product know-how which seems to be a promis ing source of innovation. At present, except
for open source software, lit t le  is  known about how to utilize this  know-how for new product development
(Fuller et al., 2006a).
The main sections  of the paper will discuss  the findin g s  fro m t h e  literature survey in a number of areas .
There are sections  discuss ing what virtual team is , definitions , types , examples , benefits  and drawbacks , virtual
teams and its  benefits  and drawbacks . Las t sections  provide the bas is  for a summing up section describing what
are effective virtual team and a number of key challenges that are now faced. The next sec t io n  d is c u sses  the
definition of virtual team.
What Is Virtual Team?
Virtual Teams: Origins and Trends: 
W hile work teams were used in the U.S. as  early as  the 1960s , the widespread use of t e a ms  a n d  q u a lit y
c ircles  began in the Total Quality Management movement of the 1980s . In the late 1980s  and e a rly  1990s ,
many companies  implemented self-managing or empowered work teams. To cut bureaucracy, reduce cycle time,
and improve service, lin e -le v e l employees  took on decis ion-making and problem-solving respons ibilities
traditionally reserv e d  for management. By the mid-1990s, increas ing numbers  of companies  such as  Goodyear,
Motorola, Texas  Ins truments , and General Electric  h ad  begun exporting the team concept to their foreign
affiliates  in As ia, Europe, and Latin America to integrate global human resource practices  (Kirkman et al.,
2001). Now, due to communication technology improvements  and continued glo b a liza t io n, virtual teams have
increased rapidly worldwide (Kirkman et al., 2002). This  era is  growing popularity for virtual team s tructures
in organizations  (W alvoord et al., 2008, Cascio, 2000). Mart in s  e t  a l .  (2004) in a major review of the literature
on virtual teams, conclude that ‘with rare exceptions  all organizational teams are virtual to s o me extent. W e
have moved away from working with people who are in our visual proximity to working with people around
the globe (Johnson et al., 2001). 
Definition of Virtual Team:
Literature related to virtual teams revealed a lack of depth in the definitio ns . Although virtual teamwork
is  a current topic in the literature on global organizations , it has  b e e n  p ro b le matic to define what ‘virtual’
me ans  across  multiple ins titutional contexts  (Chudoba et al., 2005). The concept of a “team” is  d e s c rib e d  a s
a small number of people with c o mp le me n t a ry skills  who are equally committed to a common purpose, goals ,
and working approach for which t h e y  h o ld  t h emselves  mutually accountable (Zenun et al., 2007). It is  worth
mentioning that virtual teams are often  fo rme d to overcome geographical or temporal separations  (Cascio and
Shurygailo, 2003). Virtual teams work across  boundaries  of time and space by utilizin g modern computer-
driven tec h n o logies . The term “virtual team” is  used to cover a wide range of activities  and forms of
technology-supported working (And e rs o n  e t  al., 2007). Virtual teams are comprised of members  who are
located in more than one physical location. This  team trait has  fos tered extens ive use of a v a riety of forms
of computer-mediated communication that enable geographically dispersed  members  to coordinate their
individual efforts  and inputs  (Peters  and Manz, 2007). 
Gassmann and Von Zedtwitz (2003b) defined “virt u a l team as  a group of people and sub-teams who
interact through interdependent tasks  guided by common purpose and work across  links  s trengthened by
information, communication, and transport technologies . Another defin it io n sugges ts  that virtual teams, are
dis tributed work teams whose members  are geographically dispersed and coordinate their work predomin a n tly
with electronic information and communication technologies  (e-mail, video-conferencing, telephone, etc.) (Hertel
et al., 2005), different authors  have identified diverse. From the persp e c tive of Leenders  et al. (2003) virtual
te ams are groups  of individuals  collaborating in the execution of a specific project while geographically and
often temporally dis tributed, poss ibly anywhere within (and be y o n d ) their parent organization. Lurey and
Rais in g h a n i (2001) defined virtual teams - groups  of people who work together although they are often
dispersed across  space, time, and/or organizational boundaries . Amongs t the different definitions  of the concept
of a virtual team the following from is  one of the mos t widely accepted: (Powell e t  a l . ,  2004), ‘‘we define
virtual teams as  groups  of geographically, organizationally and/or time disp e rsed workers  brought together by
information technologies  to accomplish one or more organization tasks’’.
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The degree of geographic dispers ion within a  v irtual team can vary widely from having one member
located in a different locatio n  t h a n  t h e  res t of the team to having each member located in a different country
(Staples  and Zhao, 2006). Along with Bal and Teo (2001a) it c o u ld  b e  c o n c lu d ed that a team will become
virtual if it meets  four main common criteria and other characteris tics  th a t  a re  s ummarized in Table 1.
Geographically dispersed teams allow organizations  to hire and retain the bes t  p e o p le  re g ardless  of location.
T h e  t e mp o rary aspect of the team appears  less  emphas ized (Lee-Kelley and Sankey, 2008) although (Bal a n d
T e o , 2001a , Paul et al., 2005, W ong and Burton, 2000) included temporary in virtual team definition but some
authors  like Gassmann and Von Zedtwitz  (2003b) use may be temporary for some team members .
Table 1: Common criteria of virtual team
Characteristics of Descriptions References
virtual team
Common criteria Geographically dispersed (over different (Dafoulas and Macaulay, 2002, Shin, 2005, W ong and
time zones)  Burton, 2000, Nemiro, 2002, Peters and Manz, 2007, Lee-
Kelley and Sankey, 2008)
Driven by common purpose (Bal and T eo, 2001a, Shin, 2005, Hertel et al., 2005, 
(guided by a common purpose) Gassmann and Von Zedtwitz, 2003b, Rezgui, 2007)
Enabled by communication technologies (Bal an d  T eo ,  2001a, Nemiro, 2002, Peters and Manz, 2007,
 Lee-Kelley and Sankey, 2008)
Involved in cross-boundary collaboration (B al  an d  T eo, 2001a, Gassmann and Von Zedtwitz, 2003b,
Rezgui, 2007, Precup et al., 2006)
Other characteristics It is not a permanent team (Bal and T eo, 2001a, Paul et al., 2005, W ong and Burton,
 2000, Cascio and Shurygailo, 2003, Leenders et al., 2003)
Small team size (Bal and T eo, 2001a)
T eam member are knowledge workers (Bal and T eo, 2001a, Kirkman et al., 2004)
T eam members may belong to different companies (Dafoulas and Macaulay, 2002, Leenders et al., 2003)
A summary of the definition of virtual team may be taken as : small temporary gro u p s  o f g e o g ra phically,
organizationally and/or time dispersed knowledge workers  who coordinate their work predominantly with
electronic information and communication technologies  in order to accomplish on e  or more organization tasks .
Types of Virtual Team:
Generally, we can differentiate various  forms  of “virtual” work depending on  t h e  n umber of persons
involved and the degree of interaction betwe e n  t h e m. T h e  firs t is  “telework ” (telecommuting) which is  done
partially or completely outs ide of the main  c o mpany workplace with the aid of information and
telecommunication services .”Virtual groups“ exis t when several teleworkers  are combined and  e a ch member
reports  to the same manager. In contras t, a “virtual team” exis t s  when the members  of a virtual group interact
wit h  e a c h other in order to accomplish common goals . Finally, “virtual communities” are larger entitie s  o f
dis t rib uted work in which members  participate via the internet, guided by common purposes , roles  and norms.
In contras t t o  v irt ual teams, virtual communities  are not implemented within an organizational s tructure but
are usually initiated by some of their members . Example s  o f v irt u a l communities  are Open Source software
projects  (Hertel et al., 2005). T e le wo rking is  viewed as an alternative way to organize work that involves  the
complete or partial use of ICT to enable workers  to get access  to their labor activities  from different and
remote locations  (Martinez-Sanchez et al., 2006). Telework provides  cos t  s a v ings  to employees  by eliminating
t ime -consuming commutes  to central offices  and offers  employees  more flexibility to co-ordinate their wo rk
and family respons ibilities  (Johnson et al., 2001). Cascio and Shurygailo (2003) have cla rified the difference
form of virtual t e a m b y  c lass ifying it with respect to two primary variables  namely, the number of location
(one or more) and the nu mb e r o f ma n a g e rs  (one or more) Table 2 illus trates  this  graphically. Therefore there
are four categories  of teams:
1. Teleworkers :  A s ingle manager of a team at one location
2. Remote team: A s ingle manager of a team dis tributed across  multiple location
3. Matrixed teleworkers : Multiple manager of a team at one location
4. Matrixed remote teams: Multiple managers  across  multiple locations  
Table 2: Forms of Virtual T eams (Cascio and Shurygailo, 2003)
Managers
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
One Multiple
Locations One T eleworkers Matrixed T eleworkers
Multiple Remote T eam Matrixed Remote T eams
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Computer mediated collaborations  (CMC) is  a ls o  u sed to encompass  asynchronous  interactions  through
a collaborative workspace, as  well a s  e -mail, ins tant messaging, and synchronous  interactions  us ing a sys tem
that incorporates  desktop videoconferencing, shared workspace, chat and other features  (Rice et al., 2007). On
the other hand extended enterprise concept in parallel with the c o n c u rre n t  e n terpris ing looks  for how to add
value to the product by incorporating to it knowledge and expertise coming from all participants  on the product
v a lue chain (Sorli et al., 2006). Collaborative networked organizations  (CNOs) are complex entities  wh o s e
proper u n d ers tanding, des ign, implementation, and management require the integration of different modeling
perspectives  (Camarinha-Matos  and Afsarmanesh, 2007).
Examples of Uses of Virtual Team:
W orking in today’s  business  world is  like working in a world where the sun never sets . Re zg u i (2007)
inves tigates  the effectiveness  of virtual teams, and any other suitable form of virtual collaboration, in the
cons truction sector and explores  the factors  that influence their success ful adoption. May and  Carter (2001)
in their case s tu dy of virtual team working in the European automotive indus try have shown that enhanced
communication and collaboration between geographically dis tributed engineers  at automotive manufacturer and
supplier s ites  make them get  benefits  are better quality, reduced cos ts  and a reduction in the time-to-market
(between 20% to 50%)for a new product vehicle. New product developme n t  (NPD) requires  the collaboration
of new product team members  both within and outs ide the firm (Martinez-Sanchez et al.,  2006, McDonough
et al., 2001, Ozer, 2000) and NPD teams are necessary in almos t all bus inesses  (Leende rs  e t  a l . ,  2003). In
addition, the pressure of globalization competition companies  face increased pressure s  t o  b u ild  critical mass ,
reach new markets , and plug skill gaps  , NPD efforts  are increas ingly being pursued across  multiple nations
through all forms  of organ izational arrangements(Cummings  and Teng, 2003). Given the resulting differences
in time zones  and phys ical d is tances  in such efforts , virtual NPD projects  are receiving increas ing attention
(McDonough et al., 2001). The use of virtual teams for new product development is  rapidly growing and
organizations  can be dependent on it to sus tain competitive advantage (Taifi, 2007).
On the other hand, virtuality have been presented as  one solution for small and medium enterprises  (SMEs)
aiming to increase their competitiveness  (Pihkala et al., 1999). The SMEs are one of the sec tors  that have a
s trong potential to benefit from advances  in ICTs and the adaptation of new bus iness  modes  of operation. The
combination of explos ive knowledg e  g ro wth and inexpens ive information transfer creates  a fertile soil for
unlimited virtually invention (Miles  et al., 2000).
Benefits and Draw Back of Virtual Team:
During the las t d e c a d e , wo rds  such as  “virtual”, “virtualization”, “virtualized” have been very often
advocated by scholars  and practitioners  in the discuss ion of social and economic issu e s (Vaccaro et al., 2008)
but the advantages  and pitfalls  of virtual team is  concealed. The availability of a flexible and configurable base
infras tructure  is  one of the main advantages  of agile virtual teams. Anderson et al. (2007) sugges t that the
effective use of communication, especially during the early s tages  of the team’s  development, plays  an equally
important role in gaining and maintaining trus t. Virtual R&D teams which  members  do not work at the same
time or place (Stoker et al., 2001) o ften face tight schedules  and a need to s tart quickly and perform ins tantly
(Munkvold and Zigurs , 2007). Virtual team may allow people to collaborate more productivit y  a t a dis tance,
but the tripe to coffee corner or across  the hallway to a trus ted colleague is  s till the mos t reliable and effective
way to review and revise a ne w id e a  (Ga s s ma nn and Von Zedtwitz, 2003a). As  a drawback, virtual teams are
part ic u la rly  vulnerable to mis trus t, communication break downs , conflicts , and power s truggles  (Rosen et al.,
2007). On the other hand, virtual teams redu c e  t ime -t o-market (May and Carter, 2001). Lead time or time to
market h a s  b e e n  g enerally admitted to be one of the mos t important keys  for success  in manufacturing
comp a n ie s  (So rli e t  al., 2006). Table 3 summarizes  some of the main advantages  and Table 4 some of the
main disadvantages  associated with virtual teaming. W e are in a trans ient phase that is  pu s h in g  o u t  b eyond
t h e  e n v e lo p e  o f team fundamentals  into a space where we begin to lose track of reality (Qureshi and Vogel,
2001). Clearly the rise of network technologies  has  made the use of virtual teams feas ib le  (Beranek and Martz,
2005). Finally organizational and cultural barriers  are another serious  impediment to the effectiveness  of virtual
teams. Many managers  are uncomfortable with the concept of a virtual tea m b e c a u se success ful management
of virtual teams may require new methods  of supervis ion (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999).
Forming and performin g  in  v irtual teams is  useful for projects  that require cross -functional or cross
boundary skilled inputs  and the key to their value crea t io n  is  to have a defined s trategy in place to overcome
t h e  issues  highlighted, especially the time zones  and cultural is sues . W hile communication could b e  s e e n  a s
a  traditional  team  is sue,  the problem is  magnified by dis tance, cultural divers ity and lan g u a g e or accent
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Table 3: some of the main advantages associated with virtual teaming
Advantages Reference
Reducing relocation time and costs, reduced travel costs (Virtual (McDonough et al., 2001, Rice et al., 2007, Bergiel et al., 2008, 
 teams overcome the limitations of time, space, and organizational Cascio, 2000, Fuller et al., 2006b, Kankanhalli et al., 2006, Prasad
affiliation that traditional teams face (Piccoli et al., 2004))  and Akhilesh, 200 2 ,  O l s o n -B u ch an an  et  al., 2007, Boudreau et al.,
1998, Biuk-Aghai, 2003, Liu and Liu, 2007, Lipn ack  and Stamps,
2000)
Reducing time-to-market [T ime also has an almost 1:1 (Lipnack and Stamps, 2000, May and Carter, 2001,  S o rl i  et  a l ., 2006,
 correlation with cost, so cost will likewise be reduced if the Kankanhalli et al., 2006, Chen, 2008, Shachaf, 2008, Kusar et al.,
time-to market is quicker (Rabelo and Jr., 2005)]  2004, Ge and Hu, 2008, Mulebeke and Zhen g ,  2 0 0 6 ,  G u n i š  et  a l.,
2007, Prasad and Akhilesh, 20 0 2, Zhang et al., 2004, Sridhar et al.,
2007)
Able to digitally or electronically unite experts in highly (Rosen et al., 2007)
specialized fields working at great distances from each other 
More effective R&D continuation decisions (Cummings and T eng, 2003, Schmidt et al., 2001)
Most effective and rapid in making decisions (Hossain and W igand, 2004, Paul et al., 2004b, Bal and Gundry, 
1999)
Able to tap selectively into center of excellence, using the best (C ri s cu olo, 2005, Cascio, 2000, Samarah et al., 2 0 0 7 ,  F u l l er et  a l . ,
talent regardless of location 2006b, F u rs t  et  a l . ,  2004, Badrinarayanan and Arnett, 2008, Prasad
and Akhilesh, 2002, Boudreau et al., 1998, Boutellier et al., 1998)
Greater degree of freedom to individuals involved with the (Ojasalo, 2008, Badrinarayanan and Arnett,  2008, Prasad and 
development project Akhilesh, 2002)
Greater productivity, shorter development times (McDonough et al., 2001, Mulebeke and Zheng, 2006)
Producing better outcomes and attract better employees, Generate (Martins et al., 2004, Rice et al., 2007, Chen et al., 2008b)
the greatest competitive advantage from limited resources.
Useful for projects that require cross-functional or cross boundary (Lee-Kelley and Sankey, 2008)
skilled inputs 
On time implementation of the tasks assigned, Less resistant (Precup et al., 2006)
to change
Integrating talent in newly industrialized 
Facilitating transnational innovation processes (Gassmann and Von Zedtwitz, 2003b, Prasad and Akhilesh, 2002)
Higher degree of cohesion (T eams can be organized whether or 
not members are in proximity to one another) (Kratzer et al., 2005, Cascio, 2000, Gaudes et al., 2007)
Evolving organizations from production-oriented to service
/information-oriented, Faster response times to tasks, 
Providing flexible hours for the employees, 
More sense of responsibility is more developed (Johnson et al., 2001, Precup et al., 2006)
Provide organizations with unprecedented level of flexibility (Powell et al., 2004, Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008, Chen, 2008,
and responsiveness  Guniš et al., 2007, Prasad an d  A k h i l esh, 2002, Pihkala et al., 1999,
Piccoli et al., 2004, Liu and Liu, 2007)
Perform their work without concern of space or time constraints (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001)
Self-assessed performance and high performance. (Chudoba et al., 2005, Poehler and Schumacher, 2007)
Optimize the contributions of individual members toward the (Samarah et al., 2007)
completion of business tasks and organizational goal
Reduce the pollution, Creates and disperses improved (Johnson et al., 2001)
business processes across organizations
T he ratio of virtual R&D member publications exceeded (Ahuja et al., 2003)
from co-located publications
T he extent of informal exchange of information is minimal (Pawar and Sharifi, 1997, Schmidt et al., 2001)
(virtual teams tend to be more task oriented and exchange 
less socio emotional information
Can manage the development and commercialization tasks (Chesbrough and T eece, 2002)
quite well
Respond quickly to changing business environments (Bergiel et al., 2008, Mulebeke and Zheng, 2006)
Improve communication and coordination, and encourage (Chen et al., 2008a)
the mutual sharing of inter-organizational resources and 
competencies
T eam communications and work reports are available online to (Cascio, 2000)
facilitate swift responses to the demands of a global market. 
Employees can be assigned to multiple, concurrent teams; dynamic 
team membership allows people to move from one project to
 another. Employees can more easily accommodate both personal
 and professional lives
Cultivating and managing creativity (L een d ers et al., 2003, Prasad and Akhilesh, 2002, Atuah en e-G i m a,
2003, Badrinarayanan and Arnett,  2008)
Sharing knowledge, experiences; Facilitate knowledge capture (Rosen et al., 2007, Zakariaet al., 2004, Furst et  a l . ,  2004, Merali and
Davies, 2001, Sridhar et al., 2007, Lipnack and Stamps, 2000)
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Table 3: Continue
Improve the detail and precision of design activities (Vaccaro et al., 2008)
Provide a vehicle for global collaboration and coordination (Paul et al., 2005 )
of R&D-related activities
Allow organizations to access the most qualified individuals (Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008)
for a particular job regardless of their location.
Enable organizations to respond faster to increased competition (Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008, Pauleen, 2003)
Better team outcomes (quality, productivity, and satisfaction) (Gaudes et al., 2007, Ortiz d e G u i nea et al., 2005, Piccoli et al., 2004)
Higher team effectiveness and efficiency (May and Carter, 2001, Shachaf and Hara, 2005)
Reduce training expenses, Faster Learning (Pena-Mora et al., 2000, A t u ah en e-G i m a,  2 0 0 3, Badrinarayanan and
Arnett, 2008)
Greater client satisfaction (Jain and Sobek, 2006)
Table 4: some of the main disadvantages associated with virtual teaming
Disadvantages references
Sometimes requires complex technological applications (Bergiel et al., 2008, Badrinarayanan and Arnett,  2008)
Face-to-Face collaboration (FFC) appears to be better (Cascio, 2000, Hossain and W igand, 2004, K an k an h al l i  et  a l . , 2006,
developing a conceptual understanding of a problem Rice et al., 2007)
(lack of physical interaction)
Decrease monitoring and control of activities (Pawar and Sharifi, 1997)
Everything to be reinforced in a much more structured, 
formal process (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001).
Vulnerable to mistrust,  communication break downs, conflicts, (Rosen et al., 2007, Cascio, 2 0 0 0 ,  K i rk m an  et al., 2002, T aifi, 2007,
and power struggles Baskerville and Nandhakumar, 2007)
Challenges of project management are more related to the (Wong and Burton, 2000, Martinez-Sanchez et al., 2006, 
 distance between team members than to their cultural Badrinarayanan and Arnett, 2008, Jacobsa et al., 2005).
or language differences 
Challenges of determining the appropriate task technology fit (Q u res h i  an d  V o g el , 2001, Ocker and Fjermestad, 2008, G ri ffi t h  et
al., 2003, Badrinarayanan and Arnett, 2008, Bell and Kozlowski, 
2002, Pawar and Sharifi, 2000)
Challenges of managing conflict (Hinds and Mortensen, 2005, Ocker and  F j erm es t ad , 2008, Kayworth
and Leidner, 2002, Piccoli et al., 2004, W ong and Burton, 2000, 
Ramayah et al., 2003)
Cultural and functional diversity in virtual teams lead to (Bell and Kozlowski, 2002, Griffith et al., 2003, Shachaf, 2005, 
differences in the members’  thought processes. Jacobsa et al., 2005, Paul et al., 2005 , Poehler and Schumacher, 
Develop trust among the members are challenging 2007, Kankanhalli et al., 2006, Badrinarayanan and Arnett, 2008, 
Munkvold and Zigurs, 2007, Boutellier et al., 1998)
W ill create challenges and obstacles like technophobia (Johnson et al., 2001)
(employees who are uncomfortable with computer and 
other telecommunications technologies) 
Variety of practices (cultural and work process diversity) (Chudoba et al., 2005)
and employee mobility negatively impacted performance 
in virtual teams.
T eam members need special training and encouragement (Ryssen and Godar, 2000)
difficulties . For mig ration or s imilar large-scale projects , personal project management competency, appropriate
use of technology and networking ability, willingness  for self-management, cultural and interpersonal awareness
is  fundamentals  of a success ful virtual team (Lee-Kelley and Sankey, 2008).Thomas  and Bos trom (2005) found
that a technology facilitator role can be critically important to virtual team success .
Virtual and Traditional Teams:
Unlike a traditional team, a virtual tea m works  across  space, time and organizational boundaries  with links
s trengthened by webs  of communication technologies . However, many of the bes t practices  for traditional teams
are s imilar to those for virtual teams (Bergiel et al., 2008). Virtual teams are s ignificantly different from
traditional teams. In the proverbial traditional team, the members  work n e xt  t o  one another, while in virtual
teams they work in different locations . In traditional teams the coordination of tasks  is  s traightforward and
p e rformed by the members  of the team together; in virtual teams, in contras t, tasks  mus t be much more highly
s tructured. Also, virtual teams re ly  o n electronic communication, as  opposed to face-to-face communication
in t ra d it io n a l t eams . Table 5   summarizes  these dis tinctions  (Kratzer et al., 2005). In particular, reliance on
c o mp uter-mediated communication makes  virtual teams unique from traditional ones  (Munkvold and Zigurs ,
2007).
Kratzer et al. (2005) research shows that traditio n a l R&D teams have become rare. The processes  used
by success ful virtual teams will be different fro m t hose used in face-to-face collaborations  (FFCs) (Rice et al.,
2007).  In   a n   innovation  network resembling a “traditional” organization, the innovation process  is  more
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Table 5: Virtual and traditional teams are usually viewed as opposites
Fully T raditional T eam Fully Virtual T eam
T eam members all co-located. T eam members all in different locations.
T eam members communicate face-to-face 
(i.e., synchronous and personal) T eam members communicate through asynchronous means.
T eam members coordinate team task together, in mutual T he team task is so highly structured that coordination by team
adjustment.  members is rarely necessary.
res tricted by location and time. In other words , the innovation process  mos tly takes  place within the framework
of phys ical office s  a n d  working hours . In virtual organizations , individuals ’ work is  not res tricted by time and
place, and communication is  s trongly facilitated by IT. Such  a  p ro d u c t  d evelopment environment allows  a
greater degree of freedom to individuals  involved with the development project (Oja s a lo , 2008). Hence
multinational companies  (MNC) are more likely to become tightly integrated into global R&D n e t wo rk than
smaller unit (Boehe, 2007). Dis tributed teams can carry out critical tasks  with appropriate  d e c is io n  s upport
technologies  (Chen et al., 2007).
Yip and Dempster, (2005) in their s tudy realized that perhaps  the mos t important lesson is  that the internet
helps  companies  to be both global and local a t  t h e  same time. It is  poss ible to derive the virtual teams
subs titute with internet. The in t e rnet can facilitate the collaboration of different people who are involved in
product development, increase the speed and the quality of new product t e s t in g  a n d  validation and improve
the effectiveness  and the efficiency of product development and launch (Mart in e z-Sa n chez et al., 2006). Rice
et al., (2007) found that the adoption of formal procedures  and s tructured processes  s ignificantly increased the
effectiv e n e s s  o f virtual teams. (Arranz and Arroyabe, 2008) point out that geographical dimens ion is  not a
variable that imp a c t s  s u b s t a n t ially on the typology and objectives  of R&D cooperation, in contras t with the
results  highlighted in the literature review that the y  h a v e  d o n e . Virtual teams have more effective R&D
continuation decis ions  than face-to-face teams because virt u a l t e a m has  asynchronous  communication and it
allows  for more time for diges tion and reduces  the pressure of group  c o n fo rmity (Cummings  and Teng, 2003).
Physical vs. Virtual: 
(Pawar and Sharifi, 1997) s t u d y of virtual versus  collocated team success  and class ified phys ical teams
versus  virtual teams in s ix categories . Table 6 summarizes  these differences . 
Table 6: classifying physical teams versus virtual teams
Activity Physical teams nature Virtual teams nature
Nature of interaction opportunity to share work and non-work the extent of informal exchange of information is 
related information minimal
Utilization of resources Increases the opportunity for allocation and each collaborating body will have to have access to 
sharing of resources similar technical and non-technical infrastructure
Control and accountability the project manager provides the context for T he collaborating bod i es  w ere acco u n t ab l e to the task
(over and within the project):  ongoing monitoring of activities and events leaders and the project coordinator who had limited
and thus enhances their ability to respond authority to enforce any penalties for failure to
to requirements.  achieve their tasks
W orking environment they encountered constraints accessing sometimes not  ab l e t o  s h are ideas or dilemmas with
 information and interacting with others other partners.
outside the collocated team within the company
Cultural and educational members of the team are likely to have similar and the team members v ari ed  i n  t h ei r  ed u cat i o n ,  culture,
background complementary cultural and educational language, time orientation and expertise
background
T echnological compatibility: situated and operating within a single organization, compatibility between different systems in 
faces minimal incompatibility of the collaborating organizations ought to be negotiated at
technological systems  the outset
Most likely, virtual teams will not totally replace conventional teams. Although virtu a l t e a ms  are and will
continue to be an important and necessary type of work arra n gement, they are not appropriate for all
circumstances  (Nemiro, 2002). Lurey and Rais inghani (2001) b a s e  o n virtual teams survey in 12 separate
virtual teams from eight different sponsor companies  in the high technology found that, organizations  choos ing
to implement virtual teams should focus  much of their efforts  in the same direction they would if they were
implementing traditional, co-located teams. Hossain and W igand (2004) conclude that ICT-enab le d  v irtual
collaboration would be effective with the exis tence of face-to-face commu n ic a t io n  support and would lead to
h ig h e r levels  of satis faction in collaboration. Divers ity in national background and culture is  common in
transnational and virtual teams (Staples  and Zhao, 2006). Pas t research has  found that interaction in computer-
mediated communication environments  is  more impersonal, more task oriented, more bus iness like, and less
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friendly than  in  fa c e -to-face settings  (Schmidt et al., 2001). Akgün et al (2008) found that the use of ICT had
a pos itive influence on the  knowledge base team's  performance.
Challenges for Virtual Team:
Virtual teams face particular challenges  involving trus t (Malhotra et al., 2007, Bal a n d  T e o, 2001b, Paul
e t  a l . ,  2004b) which is  a key element to build success ful interactions  and to overcome selfish intere s t s ,
effectiv e  c o mmu n ic a tion (Beranek and Martz, 2005, Dus tdar, 2004) that is  even more critical for success  in
the virtual settin g  (Sh a c h a f and Hara, 2005), deadlines  (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999), and team cohes iveness
(Dineen, 2005). W hile there are great advantages  th a t  c o me  with the adoption of the virtual teams, new
challenges  rise with them (Precup et al., 2006). Ca s c io (2000) declared that there are five main disadvantages
to a virtual team: lack of phys ical int e raction, loss  of face-to-face synergies , lack of trus t, greater concern with
predictability and reliability, and lack of social inte ra c t io n . In  building a virtual team, all of these issues  mus t
be at leas t implicitly addressed in order to have an effective virtual team (Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008).
Virtual teams  a re challenged because they are virtual; they exis t through computer mediated communication
technology rather tha n  face-to-face interactions  (Gaudes et al., 2007, Hardin et al., 2007). Sometimes  they
report to different supervisors  and they  function as  empowered profess ionals  who are expected to use their
initiative and resources  to contribute to accomplishment of the team goal (Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008).
Fewer opportunities  for informal work- and non-work-related conversations  may form challenges  to virtual team
(Furs t et al., 2004). Furthermore, virtual teams member are expected to become int e rd e p endent, success fully
negotiate cultural differences  (Dafoulas  and Macaulay, 2002, Dekker et al., 2008), and accomplish their tasks
through computer-mediated technology (Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008). The process  to motivate team members
may differ depending on their orientation (Paul et al., 2004a).
What Is Needed for Effective Virtual Team:
A  re v ie w of the literature shows the factors  that impact on the effectiveness  of virtual teams are  s t ill
ambiguou s . M a n y  of the acknowledged challenges  of effective virtual team working, focus  on ensuring good
communication among all membe rs  o f t h e  dis tributed team (Anderson et al., 2007). For example, Jarvenpaa
and Leidner (1999) found that regular and timely communic a t io n  feedback was  key to building trus t and
commitment in dis tributed teams . Lin et al.(2008) s tudy indicates  that social dimens ional factors  need to be
cons idered early on in the virtual team creation pro c ess  and are critical to the effectiveness  of the team.
Communication is  a tool that directly influences  the social dimens ions  of the team and in addition the
performance of the team has  a pos itive impact on satis faction with the virtual team.
For teams moving fro m c o -location to virtual environments , an ability to adapt and change can be a long
process  riddled with trial and error scenarios . This  process  is  seen as  necessary t o  encourage effective virtual
teams (Kirkma n  e t  a l., 2002). Despite weak ties  between virtual team members , ensuring lateral communication
maybe adequate for effective virtual t e a m performance. In terms of implementation, lateral communication in
both virtual context and compos ition teams can be increased by reducing the hierarchical s tructure of the team
(i.e. a flatter reporting s tructure and/or decentralization) and the use of enabling computer-mediate d
communication tools  (Wong and Burton, 2000).
Malhot ra  a n d  Majchrzak’s  (2004) s tudy of 54 effective virtual teams found that creating a s tate of shared
unders tanding about goals  and objectives , task requirements  and interdependencies , roles  and respons ibilities ,
and member expertise had a pos itive effect on output quality. As  criteria, effectiveness  ratings  we re  He rt e l et
al. (2005) collected from th e  t e am managers  both at the individual and at the team level. The results  of the
field s tudy showed good reliability of the task work-related attributes , teamwork-related attributes , and attributes
related to tele-cooperative work.
Shachaf and Hara (2005)sugges ts  four dimens ions  of effective virtual team leadership: 
1. Communication (the leader provides  continuous  feedbac k, engages  in regular and prompt communication,
and clarifies  tasks);
2. Unders tanding (the leader is  sens itive to schedules  of members , appreciates  their opinions  and sugges tions ,
cares  about member’s  problems, gets  to know them, and expresses  a personal interes t in them); 
3. Role clarity (the leader clearly defines  respons ibilities  of a ll me mb e rs , exercises  authority, and mentors
virtual team members ); and 
4. Leadership attitude (the leader is  assertive yet not too “bossy,” caring, relates  to members  at their own
levels , and maintains  a cons is tent attitude over the life of the project).
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Bal and Teo (2001c) s imilar t o their s tudy in (1999) by observation and interview identified 12 elements
for effective virtual team working. It is  illus trated in Figure 1. The Bal and Gundry (2001c, 1999) model is
used as  the bas ic framework for the discuss ions  on topic.
Virtual Team Working: Technology Point of View:
Selection:
Simple transmiss ion of information from point A to point B is  not enough; the virtual environment presents
s ignificant challe n g e s  to effective communication (W alvoord et al., 2008). Being equipped with even the mos t
advanced technologies  is  not adequate to make a virtual team effective, s ince the internal group dynamics  and
external support mechanisms  must also be present for a team to suc c e ed in the virtual world (Lurey and
Rais inghani, 2001). Information richness  seemed to be the mos t important criterion for technology selection;
a n d  t he greates t impediment to the effectiveness  of virtual teams was  the implementation of techn o lo g y
(Mikkola et al., 2005). Virtual teams are technology-mediated groups  of people from differe n t  d iscipline that
work on commo n  t a s ks  (Dekker et al., 2008) so the way the technology is  implemented seems to make virtual
teams outcome  mo re  o r le s s  likely (Anderson et al., 2007). Table 7 matrix ass is t the virtual team facilitator
choose the appropriate technology based upon the purpose of the meeting.
Table 7: T ools for virtual teams ( Adopted from T hissen et al. (2007))
T ool Examples Uses and Advantages Immediacy Sensory Modes
Instant Messaging and Chat • Yahoo Messenger • Instant interaction • Synchronous or • Visual
• MSN Messenger • Less intrusive than a asynchronous • T ext and limited
• AOL Instant Messenger phone call graphics
• Skype • View who is available
• Low cost
• Low setup effort
Groupware / • Lotus Notes • Calendars • Asynchronous • Visual
Shared Services • Microsoft Exchange • Contact Lists
• Novell Groupwise • Arrange meetings
• Cost and setup effort vary
Remote Access and Control • NetMeeting • User controls a PC • Synchronous • Visual
• W ebEx without being onsite • Audio
• Remote Desktop • Cost varies • T actile
• pcAnywhere • Setup varies
W eb Conferencing • NetMeeting • Live audio • Synchronous • Visual
• W ebEx • Dynamic video • Unlimited graphics
• Meeting Space • W hiteboard • Optional audio
• GoT oMeeting • Application sharing
• Moderate cost and
setup effort
File T ransfer • File T ransfer • Share files of any type • Asynchronous • Varies with file
Protocol (FT P) • Cost varies content
• Collaborative W ebsites • Moderate setup effort
• Intranets
Email • Numerous vendors and • Send messages or files • Asynchronous • Visual
• free applications • Cost and setup • Audio in attached
effort vary files
T elephone • “ Plain Old T elephone • Direct calls • Synchronous • Audio
Service” (POT S) • Conference calls • Asynchronous for
• Voice Over Internet • Cost varies voice mail
 Protocol (VOIP) • Low setup effort
Location: 
Virtual team allow organizations  to access  the most qualified individuals  for a particular job  re g a rd less
o f their location and provide greater flexibility to individuals  working from home or on the ro a d  (Be ll a n d
Kozlowski, 2002). Table 8 illus trates  the relationship between tool, time and space in virtual teams.
Training: 
Sugges tions  for the training of remote managers  an d  v irt u a l team development can be found in the
literature (Hertel e t  a l .,  2005). The results  of Anderson et al. (2007) sys tematic lab s tudy confirm many of the
observations  include explicit preparation and training for v irt u a l teams as  a way of working collaboratively.
Fuller et al., (2006b ) re s u lts  indicate that in the case of computer collective efficacy, computer training related
to more advanced skills  sets  may be useful in building virtual team efficacy. The Hertel et al. (2005) sugges ted
that the training led to increased cohes iveness  and team satis faction.
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Fig. 1: Model for effective virtual team working
Table 8: T ime /Space matrix (Adapted from Bouchard and Cassivi (2004))
Same space Different space
Same time Face-to-face meeting, Brainstorming, Chat, T ele-conference, Video-conference,
Vote, PC and projector Electronic white Liaison satellite, Audio-conference, Shared white
Synchronous board, GDSS, Chat board, Shared application
Different time T eam room, Document management E-mail,  W orkflow, Document sharing,
Asynchronous system, Discussion forum, E-mail, Discussion forum, Group agenda Cooperative
W orkflow, Project management hypertext and organizational memory, Version
control Meeting scheduler
Security: 
Virtual team working involve exchange and manipulation of sens itive information and  d a t a  through the
Internet, therefore security is  always  a n  important issue of concern (Bal and Teo, 2001c). Team leaders  should
id e n t ify the special technological and security level needs  of the virtual team and their team members
(Hunsaker and Hunsaker, 2008).
Virtual Team Working: People Point of View:
Team selection: Team selection is  a key factor which differen t iates  success ful teams from unsuccess ful
ones . Virtual teams can be des igned to include the people mos t  s u it e d  for a particular project (Bell and
Kozlowski, 2002). Virtual team leaders  rather tha n  n e ed to make sure the project is  clearly defined, outcome
priorities  are es tablished, and that a supportive team climate, n e e d  t o  s e lect members  with necessary skills
(Hu n s aker and Hunsaker, 2008). Selection of virtual team members  is  particularly difficult because of t h e
geographical and organizational separation involved (Bal and Gundry, 1999).
Reward Structure: 
The development of a fair and motivating reward sys tem is  another important issue at the beginning of
virtual teamwork (Bal and Teo, 2001b, Hertel et al., 2005). Virtual team performance mus t be recognized and
rewarded (Bal and Gundry, 1999). (Lurey and Rais inghani (2001) in a survey in an effort to determine the
factors  that contribute to the success  of a virtual team, found that reward  sys tems  ranked s trongly among the
external support mechanisms for virtual teams.
Meeting Training: 
Co mp a ring teams with little and extens ive training, Bal and Gundry (1999) observed a s ignifican t  d ro p
in performance as  both teams went live us ing the sys tem. However, t h e  la t t e r then improved its  performance
at a fas ter rate than the former. Training is  a key as p e c t  t h at cannot be neglected in team building. Virtual
team members  require some different types  of training to ordinary teams. The t ra in in g  includes  self-managing
skills , communication and meeting training, project management skills , tech n o lo g y  t raining, etc. (Bal and Teo,
2001c).
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Specify Objective: 
W hile direct leadership s trategies  are pos s ib le  in  conventional teams, members  of virtual teams might be
managed more effectively by empowerment and by delegating manag e ria l fu nctions  to the members  (Hertel
et al., 2005). Such an approach changes  the role of a team manager from t ra d it io n a l c o ntrolling into more
c o a c h ing and moderating functions  (Kayworth and Leidner, 2002). Virtual team leaders  should iden t ify
commonalities  among members  early on, while focus ing the team on achieving key performance objectives  and
providing a clear context for recognizing team success .
Virtual Team Working: Process Point of View:
Alignment: 
The company’s  processes  need to be re-aligned with the capabilities  of virtual t e a ms  as  opposed to face
to face teams. This  involves  an unders tanding of the virtual team processes  and th e  e xis t in g  p ro cesses  (Bal
a n d  Gu ndry, 1999). However, the key elements  in knowledge sharing are not only the hardware and software ,
b u t  a lso the ability and willingness  of team members  to actively participate in the knowledge sharing proc e s s
(Rosen et al., 2007).
Meeting Structure: 
Pro ximit y enables  team members  to engage in informal work (Furs t et al., 2004). Virtual team me mb e rs
are more likely to treat one another formally, and less  likely to reciproc a t e  re q u e s t s  from one another (W ong
and Burton, 2000). Shin (2005) argued that lack of phys ical interactions  and informal relatio n s h ip s  decrease
t h e  c ohes iveness  of virtual teams. Formal practices  and routines  des igned to formally s tructure the task, wa s
reported to lead to higher q u a lit y  o u t put of virtual team (Massey et al., 2003). The phys ical absence of a
formal leader exacerbates  lack of extrins ic  mo t iv ation (Kayworth and Leidner, 2002). In virtual teams that
rarely meet face-to-face, team leaders  often have no choice but to implement a fo rma l t e a m s tructure.
Synchronous  written documents  helped virtual teams overcome challenges  associated with  s p o ke n  language,
and this  enabled teams to overcome challenges  associated with asynchronous  and lean written communication
(Shachaf, 2008). 
Performance Measurement: 
W ork on the performance of virtual teams by Kirkman and Rosen, et al. (2004) d e mons trates  a pos itive
correlation between empowerment and virtual team performance. Hig h-performance teams are dis tinguished by
pass ionate dedication to goals , identification and emotional bonding among team members , and a b alance
between unity and respect for individual differences .
Team Facilitation: 
Virtual team members  mus t h a v e  c lear roles  and accountabilities . Lack of vis ibility may cause virtual team
members  to feel less  a c c o u n t a b le for results , therefore explicit facilitation of teamwork takes  on heightened
importance for virtual teams. Temporal coordination mechanisms such as  scheduling deadlines  and coordinating
the pace of effort are recommended to increase vigilance and accountability (Massey et al., 2003).
Conclusion:
Strong bus iness  and social pre s s u re s  are driving the adoption of virtual team working. This  paper with a
comprehens ive review of literature and related resources  covering the topic along with Bal and Teo (2001c),
fin d  that success  in implementing virtual team working is  more about processes  and people th a n  a b o u t
technology. Virtual teams offer many benefits  to organizations  s triving to handle a  more demanding work
environment, but also present many challenges  and potential pitfalls . W ith  c omparing Table 3, with Table 4
it is  clearly obvious  that advantages  of u t ilize  v irt u a l t eams are far from its  disadvantages  so dealing with it
c a n  bring new findings . Virtual teams are a new and exciting work form with many fascinating oppo rt u n it ie s .
Due to these opportunities , virtual teamwork becomes  increas ingly popular in organizations .
This  paper ha s  id e n t ifie d and extended 12 key factors  that need to be cons idered, and describes  a
methodology focused on supporting virtual tea m working, with a new approach that has  not been specifically
addressed in the exis ting literature. These finding s  p ro v ide an important s tep in s tudying how virtual team
efficacy is  formed and what its  consequences  are in the context of virtual teams. It  is  apparent from the
literature review that s ignificant differences  are betwe e n  v irtual teams and co-located teams hence manager of
virtual teams should not ignore these differences  at their own peril. Sugges tions  for th e  t ra in ing of remote
managers  and virtual team development can be found in the literature. Manag er of virtual team should
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overcome the managing conflict, cultural and functional divers ity in virtual teams and mis trus t among the team
members  
Future research would now seem to be essential for developing a comprehens ive s tudy, combining
literature survey with case s tudy in different s ize of companies  (e .g . multinational companies  and small and
me d ium enterprises) and various  types  of activities  (e.g. research and development and new product
development). Such a s tudy would provide an assessment what patterns , practices , or types  of ac t ivities  mus t
virtual t e a ms  c a rry out to achieve effectiveness  in the competitive environment?, How such teams should be
managed? W hat types  of process  s t ru c t u re  and technology support should be provided for facilitating such
teams?, W hat different methods  of virtual team are used today and how effective are they?, W hat benefits  and
problems arise as  a consequence of the creation of v irt u a l team? and How to make the trans ition from a more
traditional team s tructure to the more dis tributed team structu re?. These ques tions  and many other practical
ques tions  wait for future empirical inves tigation.
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